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Exclamation mark !
Question mark ?
Comma in a list ,

Comma separating a clause ,
Apostrophe '
Brackets ()
Dash -
Ellipses ...
Colon :
Semi-colon ;
     10 point bonus

Sp
BEWARE: If you have used more than 3 
items in a list, lose a point.

Can you spot the following in a piece of 
writing? For each one earn a point. Collect 
sets for bonus points but watch out for red 
warnings; you may lose points! PUNCTUATION TOTAL

      t It!Sp SENTENCE STRUCTURE DIALOGUE

Subordinate clause at the beginning.
Subordinate clause at the end.
Embedded clause.
Semi-colon separating 2 main clauses.
A simple sentence.
Rhetorical question.
      10 point bonus

BEWARE: Have you use a comma splice? 
Lose a point for each time you have.

Interrupted speech
reporting clause at the end
reporting clause at the beginning
no reporting clause
action
reporting clause using 'said'
     10 point bonus

BEWARE: Have you forgotten new line, 
new speaker? Lose a point for each time 
you have.

DIALOGUE TOTALSENTENCE STRUCTURE TOTAL

      t It!Sp      t It!Sp CONNECTIVESSENTENCE OPENERS

Using a connective
Using a verb - an 'ing' clause
Using an adverb - an 'ed' 
Using an adverb - a 'ly' clause
Using a simile or a metaphor
Using a noun or an adjective
Using a feeling 
    10 point bonus

BEWARE: Have you repeated a sentence 
opener three times? Lose a point for 
each time you have.

All other connectives are worth 2 points
SENTENCE OPENERS TOTAL CONNECTIVES TOTAL

      t It!Sp

yet
although
w hile

despite
in spite

how ever
still

concession

then
next
first
later
w hen
suddenly

meanw hile
eventually
w hile
as
gradually
after

w ithintim e and 
order

also
for example
w hich
as w ell
besides

furthermore
additionally
moreover
plus

additonal 
inform ation

consequently
since
hence
thus

because
so
if

cause and 
effect

therefore
as a result

but unless similarly despitecomparison although
yetand contrast because equallywhereashowever

even though contrary to

1 POINT 2 POINTS 3 POINTS


